DOLPHIN
The poollift for autonomous use
Regain autonomous access to your pool! The poollift Dolphin is a valuable aid to get you in or out of a swimming
pool without the need for any assisting person. No underwater installation is necessary. The lift is only fixed on
1 point, at certain distance away from the pool edge. No need for any electrical installation or battery use. The
poollift runs on min. 3,8 bar household water pressure only!
Operating levers at the upper as well as at the lower level allow simple operation of the unit. The height
adjustable seat turns automatically 90° when lowering or rising. This poollift is very easy to install (and also to
demount for storage matters) and is made from high grade stainless steel 316S!

POOLLIFT
Simple Installation
The lift requires only 1 fixing point.
This allows a fast installation with
minimal structural works necessary on site.

Comfort
The stable structure provides a
feeling of safety for the user and
assures a smooth lifting in and out
of the pool.

Reliable
Running on water pressure only
this lift never fails to work and has
no electrical components.

The stable structure assures a safe

and smooth transfer to the pool

Lifting between chairs without great

effort and without any help

The poollift Dolphin

Control levers at entrance as well as at pool
level allow for for independent control
of the poollift

Elegant design makes the

poollift fit perfectly into public and
private pool environements

The stainless steel lift can be installed
also on lakes and seashores

Main advantages of the
poollift Dolphin
——No assistance required – independent
access to pools
——No unterwater fixing required
——Elegant design and 2 available seat colours to choose
——Simple and fast to install
——Runs on 4 bar household water pressure
——Made entirely from high grade stainless
steel 316S
——2 different fixing methods to choose from
——2 different seat colours (blue and white)

The poollift Dolphin

Roller assembly can be used for transporting

Foldable armrest allows for a extra

the lift to and from storage sites in case it shall
be taken out for the winter season

feeling of safety during lifting and
lowering of the chair

Poollift - Technical Specification
Facts

Loading capacity

120 kg

Minimal pressure

3,8 bar

Min. pool depth

1150 mm

Fixing option A
Countersunk console

Fixing option B
Support fixed on surface

Together we provide accessibility!
For further information please contact:

Platform stairlifts
Chair stairlifts
Vertical platformlifts
Stairclimbers
Poollifts

Official
partner of:

2645 mm

1220 mm standard
1067 - 1600 mm optional

620 mm

Lifting movement

1220 mm

Construction examples

